DAVOS

WHEN THE
SPOTLIGHT IS OURS
THE M MENT
IS YOURS
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RIGHT PLACE, RIGHT TIME
Fresh, crisp air. Mountain scenery. Ultra-lux service. Meetings and
events at Hard Rock Hotel Davos are like nothing else. Europe’s
highest town (1560 meters above sea level) is the perfect place
to get down to business and get out for some real adventure.
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Adrenaline waits for no one in the mountains of
the Swiss canton of Graubünden. Between sessions, get out there for skiing, hiking or mountain
biking. Attend world famous events including
the Swissalpine Davos, the highest ultra-marathon in Europe, summer music festivals such as
“Davos Sounds Good” or the “Davos Festival –
young artists in concert”, and the Spenler Cup,
a legendary hockey tournament. At Davos Nordic, the world’s best cross-country skiers compete on serious kilometer-long trails, with 80,000
viewers cheering them on. Davos also hosts the
annual meeting of the World Economic Forum.

NIGHT AND DAY
R OMS & SUITES
Our rooms and suites combine modern design with the
beauty of the Swiss Alps. A large balcony with hanging chairs is your stage for total relaxation in our south
balcony rooms. The rooms on the north side give you a
front row view of Davos, the hockey stadium and the
epic mountains.
When it’s time to draw the curtains, unwind in the
oversized rain shower and then dream on in our famous
Sleep Like a Rock® beds.
If you’re in the mood for a jam session, you can compose your event’s soundtrack with your own Fender®
guitar or mix it up with a handpicked vinyl selection,
all part of our Sound of Your Stay® program.
Ultra-fast Wi-Fi and a host of other convenient amenities
will help you take care of business and take your stay
to the next level.
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Superior rooms: with a queen- or king-size bed, luxurious linen and
Rock Spa® amenities, our Superior guest rooms are exactly what you
need to relax before venturing out. (17–30 sqm)
Deluxe rooms: Upgrade to one of our Deluxe guest rooms, available
with a queen- or king-size bed, and treat yourself to an experience
you won’t soon forget. You can embrace your inner thrill-seeker with
surprising space and comforts in these deluxe rooms designed just
for you with a large balcony and hanging chair. (19– 30 sqm)
Studio Suites: Silver, Gold, and Diamond - we have a studio suite
for all occasions. Hard Rock studios mean space, special
touches, and flair. And they’re available in layouts and
inclusions of your choosing to make your stay exactly
what you need to make it incredible. (60 –110 sqm)
Rock Suites: Choose the Rock Suite King Silver or
the Rock Suite King Platinum Mountain View and
get the party started. These suites elevate your
perspective and deliver amazing Swiss vistas.
(45 –76 sqm)

ROOM WITH A VIEW:
94 SUN-FILLED, MUSIC
INFUSED ROOMS

Rock Star Suite: Live it up in style and treat yourself
to something truly legendary. Our Rock Star Suite
leaves nothing out, with 80 sqm total space across
2 rooms. It’s perfect for entertaining, with a bedroom
with king bed, bathroom with rain shower, a living room to
unwind, kitchen to fire up and dining area to chow down. This
is how rock stars live it up. (80 sqm)
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LIVE IT UP IN DAVOS
Make the most of your stay with us.

ROCK SPA ®
Tranquility has a new soundtrack. And it will retune your soul.
Rock Spa® takes wellness to the next level, mixing world class
spa treatments with the healing powers of music. From hydrotherapy pools, steam baths and saunas to rhythmic massages,
facials and manicures, this is a whole new performance.

BODY ROCK ® FITNESS CENTER
A sound body ensures your best performance. We have the
latest instruments of physical exertion available for you to work
or play as hard as you want.

ROCK SHOP

ROCK SPA ®

You can’t put a price on rock roll, but you can buy a piece
of it. Private label tees, jackets, hats, watches, collectible pins,
and even garments designed by music legends.

ROOFTOP TERRACE
Elevate your perspective on our Hard Rock Hotel Davos rooftop
bar "The 5th“. When it comes to bars in Davos, we top the list
with amazing drinks and stunning mountain vistas combining for
an amazing rooftop experience. Step outside and enjoy the
magnificent view! The only terrace with 360° views over Davos
is waiting for sunseekers, both in winter and summer.

Your expectations will be exceeded in ways you never would
have imagined.
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N
TRUST
FALLS
HERE

Nothing great ever came from expected. So why fall
for the same event routine? Experience fun, inventive,
new ways to gather, to build the team, or to inspire
the crowd. And do it with a rhythm that’s sure to
please.
Keep your groove going with our unique music programs:
TRACKS
Upon check-in, you’ll get a download code for specially curated playlists.
PICKS
Get something much cooler than ice delivered to your room. Borrow a
Fender® electric guitar and headphones, free.
WAX
Partnering with Crosley, Hard Rock has amplified the in-room listening
experience with a carefully curated collection of 10 iconic records.
A Crosley turntable will keep the records spinning as guests find their
groove at leisure.

Explore the relationship between great wine and great meetings as you
indulge in select vintages from area wineries. Each glass is paired with
culinary accoutrements from our chefs, and each features a matching
soundtrack to tie it all together.

BODY ROCK® FITNESS CENTER
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CULINARY DISTINCTION
PERF RMED DAILY
GMT+1
Keep the flame burning. Whether it’s a casual
dinner at the communal table, a high-energy
meal to chase your mountain adventure or a
power lunch, head to SESSIONS Restaurant.
Recharge your guests’ batteries with solar
energy on the Sessions Terrace. And taste the
Hard Rock vibe with international cuisine and
fresh takes on classic dishes.

As the evening draws in, meet up at Davos’s new hot spot, the
GMT+1, where you’ll have time to go unplugged and reflect on the
day’s adventures and workshops. Naturally, we’ll have the sounds to
fit the mood, plus drinks to cater for your tastes, including individually
selected ingredients on request.
Take your drink up to “The 5th” to enjoy a 360-degree view of the
spectacular surrounding peaks. Perfect for receptions, coffee breaks
and extravagant parties, this unique venue can also be booked exclusively for groups.

GMT+1
weekdays 4:00 PM-11:00 PM
weekends 4:00 PM-midnight
main: +41 81 415 1600

SESSIONS
main: +41 81 415 1600
weekdays/weekends
07:00 AM-09:30 PM
Service of breakfast, lunch and dinner
Snack card available as well

THE
SESSIONS
STUDIO
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THE 5TH
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EVERY NE HAS SPACES.
WE HAVE VENUES

Whether your motto for the day is ‘Dressed for Success’ or ‘Going
to the Chapel’, turn our space into your unforgettable event. This
is the perfect set for a legendary party, an extravagant wedding,
a distinguished board meeting, a creative workshop or a larger
conference with a challenging teambuilding event.
We’ll take care of all the details, leaving you free to focus on your
big day or conference agenda. It’s the unique blend of history,
modern design and unbeatable sound that makes Hard Rock
Hotel Davos. It’s our team who makes your event. So let us join your
entourage and make you a megastar of the event world.

THE CHAPEL
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The Chapel: Extraordinary events call for an extraordinary setting. With
an area of 100 square meters, The Chapel can accommodate up to 80
guests, arriving via the hotel or their own exclusive entrance. The latest
technology is on hand, including a projector and screen, a sound system
with a microphone and customizable lighting. The Chapel’s excellent
acoustics make it the ideal choice for premium concerts and exceptional
private events.

The Studio: An intimate and elegant setting for you and up to nine other
guests, this room with its own access to the bar and lobby is an ideal
retreat for private occasions, tastings and gourmet dinners.

Greenrooms: With ample daylight and access to the garden, their own
reception area and technical equipment including a projector, screen and
sound system, these three conference rooms offer an exceptional level of
comfort. They can be combined to accommodate up to 120 people in an
area of 160 square meters.

The 5th: Take a breather on our roof terrace, or host your whole event up
there. This is the only spectacular 360-degree view of the majestic Alps in
Davos.

Venue

HEAVEN
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The stars are almost within reach in our
multifunctional Heaven room, with its
impressive beam ceiling. 100 square
meters of floor space can be used in
various parallel setups, making it ideal
for creative workshops and celebritystyle private parties.

Size

Height

Heaven: The name says it all. This room sits at the peak of the Hard Rock
Hotel Davos, directly beneath the roof. It’s light, airy and stunningly
designed – perfect for summit meetings and heavenly events.

Theater

Classroom

U Shape

Banquet

Boardroom

Reception

8m

Yes

80 – 100

40

20

70

30

120

Greenroom 1

85 m

2

2.40 m

Yes

60

30

20

40

24

60

Greenroom 2

75 m2

2.40 m

Yes

60

30

20

50

24

60

Greenroom 1&2

160 m

The Chapel

100 m

2

2.40 m

Yes

120

70

30

96

40

120

Greenroom 3

65 m

2

2.40 m

Yes

40

20

18

30

20

60

Greenroom 3 + PreFunction

100 m

2.40 m

Yes

40

20

18

60

20

90

The Studio

20 m2

2.60 m

Yes

–

–

–

–

10

–

Heaven

90 m

2

3.96 m

No

30

–

15

–

20

30

The 5th

80 m

2

n/a

Yes

–

–

–

–

–

50

2

2
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EVENT
VENUES

BANQUET AREA

Greenroom 3 – Greenroom 2 – Greenroom 1

~5 m

~20 m

~10 m

Pre-Function Area

Green room 1

DAVOS

~16 m

~14.5 m

pillar

~3.5 m

~2.5 m

mobile partition

pillar

Green room 2

STEP OUTSIDE
AND STEP IT UP

mobile partition
pillar

pillar

~7.5 m
~3.5 m

Green room 3

~8.5 m

Small terrace

~6.5 m

Stairs
Sessions terrace

THE CHAPEL

Whether it’s summer or winter, Davos has so much to offer its
visitors, and the Hard Rock Hotel Davos is the ideal starting point
for any kind of mountain or shopping adventure. Our hotel is
located nearby the Promenade, the main shopping street of
Davos boasting a variety of restaurants, bars and a casino.

HEAVEN

Just outside your door, you’ll find the famous Schatzalp mountain
railway that takes you up the mountain in less than 5 minutes
and gives you amazing views across the whole of Davos and
the pristine alpine scenery. Overall, Davos features 300 km of ski
slopes, 700 km of hiking trails and 1300 km of picturesque and
exciting mountain bike trails.

private way

~11.8 m
~11.8 m

wooden beams

rooftop choir / Chapel

wooden beams

~7.9 m

»porch«

~7.9 m

main entrance

choir
»stage«

Street / Tobelmühlenstrasse

slant of roof / limited usage

wooden beams

entrance
hotel / office

wooden
beams

pulpit

heaven

main entrance hotel
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wooden beams

entrance

corridor 4th floor

chapel

Please call on us at any time to facilitate your visit.
We have plenty of recommendations and, very likely, a personal
connection.

Tobelmühlestrasse 2 | 7270 Davos Platz | Tel. +41 (0) 81 415 16 00 | www.hrhdavos.com
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Destination Davos Klosters/Christian Egelmair

Destination Davos Klosters/ Martin Heckmeier, Air-Davos Paragliding

UP IN THE M UNTAINS, DOWN TO BUSINESS.
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Hard Rock Hotel Davos | Tobelmühlestrasse 2 | 7270 Davos Platz | Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0) 81 415 16 00 | Fax +41 (0) 81 415 16 01
info@hrhdavos.com | www.hrhdavos.com

ATLANTIC CITY · BALI · BILOXI · CANCUN · DAVOS · DAYTONA BEACH · DESARU COAST · GOA · GUADALAJARA · HOLLYWOOD, FL · IBIZA · LAKE TAHOE · LAS VEGAS
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TENERIFE · TULSA · VALLARTA

